The new Skid Steer Rumbler, SSR is the newest model in the Dickson Industries RUMBLER line. The SSR is ideal for contractors wanting a small rumble strip milling machine to do short sections or patchwork. Capable of up to two miles a day under ideal conditions.

Mounts to most brands of skid steers using industry standard quick attach system.

75 horse power minimum.

35 gallon per minute high flow minimum.

Skid steer must have creep drive option.

Capable of milling rumble skips with optional pattern controller.

Uses modern carbon fiber cog belt to transfer power to the mill drum.

Uses a similar drum as full size Rumbler with up to 72 bits depending on width.

Standard milling widths are: 4”, 8”, 12” 16” and a special double 6” wide for some center line applications.